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Executive summary 
 

Jevons to Thaller : Energy Efficiency vs Climate Change from an 
economic point of view 
 

Quality of GDP growth has become the stake of this century. Growth should be sustainable, 
inclusive and fair, implying a profound change in mode of thinking guiding our economic policies.  
 
Energy Efficiency (EE) is a 1974 concept that needs to be redefined to cope with the key challenge 
of the 21st century, Climate Change (CC): life is at stake on earth. Meeting the targets of Paris 
Agreement1 is thus mandatory. In this context EE is not a stand alone objective, but one of the 
many means to achieve the Paris Agreement. 
CO2 coins as proposed by BENEFFICE are generated when Renewable Energy Sources (RES) are 
consumed and EE compliance actions have been adopted. They constitute a novel economic tool, 
never tested so far, supporting the EE behaviour towards limiting CC to 1.5°C maximum, thus 
promotting a carbon free growth. 
 
This deliverable presents the economic rational for the proposal of CO2 Coins  : 
 
1) Energy and EE contributes to GDP growth (thus not only capital nor labor). Several 
studies show the direct relationship between GDP growth and energy consumption: with less 
energy consumption, there is less GDP growth (so more unemployment, more inequalities and 
less prosperity). Consequently, in economic terms, it would be beneficial for the society to 
increase energy consumption (inline with the rebound effect which contributes to increasing 
energy consumption). As a matter of fact, such interventions taken by political leaders in an effort 
to reduce inequalities and GDP and in order to reduce anthropogenic impact on earth and 
increase quality of life, are political aspects and are not discussed in this report. 
 
2) Kaya’s equation calls for RES.   
CO2 emissions (CO2), and Energy (E), are intimately linked as shown by the Kaya equation (also 
with world GDP and global Population)2 : CO2 = C x E x GDP x Pop. By 2050, the term E x GDP x 
Pop is expected to roughly be equal to one. So the only way to reduce CO2 emissions is to reduce 
C, which is the Carbon content of energy (Carbon emissions per kWh). This shows that all energies 
are not equal when considering the impact they have on the climate. Therefore, our actions should 
be directed towards shifting from fossil to Carbon free Energy. 
These actions can be supported by the fact that Energy produced by Renewable Sources (RES) 
does not have a negative impact on the Climate (Carbon free). In addition, with RES, there is no 
more energy reserve to manage. 
According to the United Nation Climate Change, we should not burn more than 20% of current 
fossil reserves in order to meet Paris’s targets3. There is about three times more fossil fuel in 
reserves that could be exploited today and over 10 times more fossil fuel resource that could be 
exploited in future. This consequently leads to the approach that we must follow: The effort put 
so far on managing the fossil reserves should be now placed on the management of the transition 
from fossil to RES. 
 
3) Energy Return on Energy Invested justifies EE. Because the energy mix can not be changed 
overnight, and because energy is needed to switch from fossil to RES (we can not practically use 
100% of available energy to build solar panel and wind turbine), a solution to reduce energy 

                                                 
1 https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement 
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/kaya_identity 
3 https://unfccc.int/news/most-fossil-fuels-must-stay-in-the-ground-new-study 

http://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/English.pdf
http://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/English.pdf
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consumption of actual energy use is urgently necessary. EE activities should serve this objective 
and it should not be linked only to the management of the fossil energy reserve. 
 
4) We are all free riders. The cost of CC is going to be huge and unaffordable: it is estimated 
between 5-20 % of world GDP. CC thus becomes an economic matter. Today, we all benefit from 
stable atmospheric CO2 concentrations, but rarely pay for this stability when emitting CO2 (e.g. 
from heating, transport for example). This free riding behaviour critically undermines the Paris 
Agreement, which relies heavily on voluntary action. Yet economic solutions to date – regulation, 
cap and trade, taxes – are far from sufficient to reverse this. Even if existing country commitments 
are all met, we remain on a course for a 4°C increase. This puts us all at real risk of dangerous and 
costly CC.  
 
5) Money, money, money. The sole economic instrument not tested so far, is monetary policy. 
This is meant not in the sense of the current monetary policies managing supply and demand of 
fiat money (i.e. Quantitative Easing policies) but a new policy that would introduce a new 
currency, in complement to fiat currency, as opposed to replacing it. Money is the means that 
connects all economic agents. Money is a way to decentralize decisions, i.e. the decisions are not 
made by policy makers, but by the economic agents themselves. Money, viewed as a nudge as 
described by Thaller (Economic Nobel prize 2017), is considered as a way to address the free 
rider problem. 
 
In BENEFFICE, we stimulate and reward usage of carbon free energy with CO2 coins, generated 
by usage of RES and EE, and will try to address/find the answer to the following questions : 

1. Can we motivate a significant number of people (critical mass) to enroll in using a new 
currency for a green, EE cause : Is there enough financial incentive to built a large 
ecosystem, and a large community transacting with CO2 coins ? Can we build trust in 
this new currency ? Can states/EU promote a new currency ? 

2. Is this large usage of the new currency able to reduce CO2 emissions, as is should be 
in theory? 

CO2 coins aiming at runnig from fossil to RES, should be considered as the continuity of thinking 
from Jevons (1865) who was describing the impact of coal cunsumption on economic 
development to Thaller. 
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1 Introduction 
The BENEFFICE project aims at enabling engagement and/or behavioural change of end 
customers with an innovative empowerment and rewards approach based on an alternative 
monetary currency. 
 
This report reviews economic literature (both from mainstream or neoclassical economists to 
“heterodox” economists) related to EE, RES and the business models so far proposed. This part is 
structured in the following five chapters : 
 

1) Is energy an important driver of economic growth ? 
2) Kaya’s equation calls for RES 
3) Energy Return on Energy Invested justifies EE 
4) We are all free riders 
5) Money, money. 

As a consequence, Energy Efficiency (EE) concept of 1974 should be repositioned to cope with 
the key challenge of the 21st century : Climate Change (CC). EE can not be seen any more as a 
stand alone objective, but as one of the many tools to achieve the Paris Agreement.  
CO2 coins, generated by usage of RES and EE, aim thus at limiting CC to 1.5°C maximum. 
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2 Why energy matters: is energy an important driver of 
economic growth ? 

In a review paper, entitled « Paternalism and Energy Efficiency », Allcott (2015)4 explains why 
energy matters : expenditures on energy and energy-using durables represent a significant share of 
the economy in industrialized countries. For example, in 2011, US households purchased $361 billion 
worth of energy-using durable goods such as cars and air conditioners and another $570 billion on 
gasoline, electricity, natural gas, and fuel oil (BLS 2014). Even relatively small inefficiencies in such 
large markets could quickly add up to large welfare loss.  
 
In this view, the $361 Bn is implicitely considered as a “good” expense (as they contributed in 
increase in GDP, creation of jobs, etc.) whereas the $570 Bn is a “bad” spending treated as a 
welfare loss. As the two numbers are highly intricated, this bad/good spending analysis is quite 
controversial and subject to discussion. Without the $570 spending availability, it would not be 
possible to spend $371. Would it be best to spend $570 in energy-using goods, and $361 in 
energy? Should the two numbers be reduced ? On which criteria can this evaluation be based ? 
 
Unsurprisingly, to limit the “bad” spending Allcot continues :  
United States has a number of policies that encourage energy efficiency, many of which were 
introduced as energy prices rose in the 1970s. Many other industrialized countries and large 
developing countries have similar policies. 
 
Governments frequently intervene to protect citizens from their own choices. For example, the U.S. 
and many other countries tax or ban hard drugs, alcohol, and cigarettes. Motorcycle helmet and 
automobile seat belt laws are common, as are safety standards for food and other products. 
“Paternalistic” is not a pejorative word - instead, it is a descriptive term that clarifies policy goals 
and defines empirical hypotheses. 
 
In this way, governments policies aim to protect economic agents from large welfare loss.  
 
Some economists also suggest that energy consumption fuels current account deficit5 (in most of 
industrialzed countries, energy is imported), which increases fiscal deficit at the country balance. 
This leads to the so-called « twin deficits » theory6, which is considered as a second reason for 
governments to incentivize EE. 
 
The increased policy interest may also be attributed to the energy use externalities7, including 
greenhouse gas and local pollution emissions and national security concerns related to oil 
imports. Any systematic consumer mistakes that increase energy use would also increase 
externalities. 
 
However, in more recent papers that will be presented in the following chapter, another view on 
energy is emerging : Energy is a key factor in GDP growth. This counter intuitive view on energy, 
could lead to interesting conclusions for the BENEFFICE project. 

 

                                                 
4 Allcott, H., 2015. Paternalism and Energy Efficiency: An Overview. E2E WP-011. 
5 Current account, in economics, is one of the three components of the balance of payments. The current account 

consists of the balance of trade, the net primary income or factor income and net cash transfers taken place over 

a period of time. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current_account 
6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twin_deficits_hypothesis 
7 Costs of doing business borne not by the company, but by the environment and society. For example, mining for 

raw materials often causes water pollution, habitat destruction and socio-economic harm. Burning coal pollutes 

the air, sickening and killing people, and introduces toxic mercury into the aquatic food chain.  
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2.1 GDP-Energy dependency, not elasticity 

2.1.1 Energy is a key factor in GDP Growth 

The publication: “ The underestimated contribution of energy to economic growth”8 (Ayres et al., 
2013) underlines that “The rather standard assumption that economic growth is independent of 
energy availability must be discarded absolutely” and that neither labour nor capital can function 
in an advanced economy without inputs of energy to the different sectors such as materials, 
manufacturing, and services, etc. In line with this publication, we chose to present here extracts 
from the paper of two economists (Giraud and Kahraman, 2014)9, that emphasise the connection 
between energy and GDP in the most compelling way. This position is however not adapted by all 
economists and remains controversial. As proposed by Giraud and Kahraman, there exist a factor 
8 on their GDP-Energy dependency evaluation, compared to mainstream economic analysis on 
GDP Elasticity.  
 
The position we chose is not semantic (Elasticity vs Dependency) but considers its consequences 
as energy becomes a key factor of GDP growth.  
 
Standard economic theory regards capital and labour as the main factors of production that satisfy 
the “cost-share theorem”10. Ayres, Giraud and others11 show that when a third factor, namely energy, 
is added, physical constraints on substitution among the factors arise. If energy is a much more 
important factor of production than its small cost share may indicate, this implies that continued 
economic growth along the historical trend may not safely be assumed, notably in view of potentially 
higher energy prices in the future (peak oil ?) and climate policy. 
 
Common popular in macroeconomics, the GDP-energy elasticity, or “Energy elasticity” measures 
the energy intensity of Gross Domestic Product. Energy elasticity is "the percentage change in 
energy consumption required to achieve one per cent change in national GDP". 
 
Most of the mainstream economic models used to explain the growth process (Aghion and Howitt 
(2008)12 or Blanchard et al. (2010)13) do not include energy as a factor that could foster economic 
growth. Neoclassical economists calibrate output elasticity of energy according to the cost share of 
energy. In most countries, this practice leads to the postulate that energy elasticity should have been 
close to 0.08 on average in the last 4 decades. According to Giraud and Kahraman, the dependency 
ratio between GDP and primary energy is about 0.3 to 0.7, with an average around 0.6, or about 8 
times more than classical economical theory. This illustrates the controversy between mainstream 
economists and the position defended in this study: for each 10% increase in energy consumption 
the mainstream economists allocate 0.8 increase in GDP while we allocates 6-8 increase in GDP. 
 
The simple reason for this contrast, demonstrated by math in the paper (derivative vs partial 
derivative of a function), is that, in general, the dependency ratio need not be equal to output 
elasticity. There is no equality of cost share and elasticity according to the authors. This again 

                                                 
8 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0954349X13000593 
9 Gaël Giraud, Zeynep Kahraman. How Dependent is Growth from Primary Energy? The Dependency ratio of 

Energy in 33 Countries (1970-2011). Documents de travail du Centre d’Economie de la Sorbonne 2014.97 - ISSN 

: 1955-611X. 2014. JEL codes: N70, O40, Q43 
10 The “Cost Share Theorem” from neoclassic equilibrium theory says that for an economy in equilibrium, cost 

share is proportional to the elasticity or scaling factors of the variables in the production function equation. 
11 For example, Csereklyei, Z., Rubio Varas, Md.M., Stern, D.I., 2016. Energy and Economic Growth: the Stylized 

Facts. The Energy Journal. International Association for Energy Economics, Vol. 0 (2). 

12 The Economics of Growth, By Philippe Aghion and Peter W. Howitt, 2008, MIT Press 

13 Olivier Blanchard, Giovanni Dell’Ariccia, and Paolo Mauro, 2010. Rethinking Macroeconomic Policy, 

International Monetary Fund 

https://mitpress.mit.edu/contributors/philippe-aghion
https://mitpress.mit.edu/contributors/peter-w-howitt
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illustrates the controversy between mainstream and the defended here opinion, and is not the 
object of this report. It would imply that energy demand-supply prices matches all conditions of 
perfect theoretical market theory, (theoretical constructs that have little empirical support). In 
addition to Robert Ayres, other scientists, and ecological economists14 (see Stern (2010) for a survey) 
such as Reiner Kümmel, Michael Kumhof (IMF), James Hamilton, David Stern, Tim Jackson, Steve 
Keen15, Gail Tverberg16 etc. are demonstrating the key role of energy in GDP as well.  
 
In fact, the findings of Giraud and Kahraman confirm the standpoint defended by ecological 
economists: primary energy is a key factor that drives GDP growth. For the 33 countries studied, 
and during the last 4 decades, the long-run output dependency evolved between 0.6 and 0.7. This 
means that, ceteris paribus, an increase (resp. decrease) of 10% of energy use per capita induces, 
on average, an increase (resp. decrease) of about 6 to 7% of GDP per capita.  
 
This is best illustrated by Figure 1, where x-axis reports GDP-growth at the world level, and the 
y-axis, the growth of energy use. A simple regression suffices to provide the right magnitude of 
the output elasticity of primary energy. 

Figure 1 Estimation of the energy dependency ratio around 0.6 (From Giraud and 
Kahraman, 2014) 

 
Algebra shows how these notions can be linked to one another. If Yt denote the GDP, Nt, the 
population size, Et, the energy consumption per capita (so that Yt/Et is energy efficiency), and ∆, the 
growth operator:  

Yt / Nt = Et / Nt × Yt / Et  (1) 
which leads to                          ∆ Yt / Nt = ∆Et / Nt + ∆ Yt / Et   (2) 
 
Despite its tautological nature, (2) provides interesting insights. Taking the world average of these 
variables between 1965 and 1981, (2) yields indeed17 : 
 

2.38% = 1.6% + 0.78% 
                                                 
14 Those ecological economists derive their view of the role of energy in economic growth from the biophysical 

foundations of the economy discussed, e.g., by Georgescu-Roegen (1971), Costanza (1980), Cleveland et al. 

(1984), Hall et al. (2003), Ayres and Warr (2009), Murphy and Hall (2010). Some geographers (e.g., Smil (1994)) 

and economic historians (e.g. Wrigley (1988), Allen (2009), Arnoux (2014)) also argue that energy played a 

crucial role in economic growth, as well as in the industrial revolution. 
15 Steve Keen, Debunking Economics - Revised and Expanded Edition: The Naked Emperor Dethroned?, 2015 

16 https://ourfiniteworld.com/about/ 
17 GDP is in PPP. Primary energy consumption (in Ton Oil Equivalent) data come from BP Statistical Review of 

World Energy 2012 

https://ourfiniteworld.com/about/
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That is, over this period, an average growth around 2.38% of the GDP per capita can be decomposed 
into an increase of 1.6% of the consumption of primary energy per capita and a 0.78% yearly 
increase of energy efficiency (i.e., technical progress).  
 
Taking, now, the world average between 1981 and 2013, (2) becomes  
 

1.86% = 0.5% + 1.36% 
 

This makes clear that, despite the counter-shock of oil prices in 1985, the Western industrialized 
countries never went back to the pace of primary energy consumption per capita that prevailed 
before the first oil shock of 1973. Nor did emerging countries compensate for the weakness of energy 
use in the Old World: The average growth of world consumption of energy per capita (0.5%) remains 
3 times smaller than before the 80s’. As a consequence, a much larger part of the remaining GDP 
growth following the turmoil of the 70s’ seems to stem from technological progress. This 
suggests the following somewhat unconventional hypothesis: A large fraction of the GDP growth 
experienced by Western countries during the 30 Glorious Years might find its explanation in the 
tremendous increase in energy consumption that accompanied the post-WWII years. Bearing this 
hypothesis in mind, one might further assume that, since the 80s’, everything goes as if the steady 
increase in energy consumption was absent and technical progress remained the unique fuel for 
growth — which would provide an explanation for the weak growth experienced by most Western 
countries in the last 4 decades. 

 
Finally, the study “Energy and Growth: the Stylized Facts” (Csereklyei et al., 2016) analyses the 
energy to GDP data of 99 countries from 1971 to 2010. The main findings are that over the last 40 
years there has been a stable relationship between per capita energy use and income per capita. 
Furthermore, energy intensity has declined globally as the world economy has grown and there has 
been a convergence of the figures for wealthy nations towards a value (see Figure 18 of the study) 
of 7.4 MJ/USD, which converts to 2.05 kW hth primary energy per dollar. This value has remained 
stable in advanced economies during recent years due to the global technological progress in using 
energy more efficiently and wisely. Of course, it is related to the overall make-up of the economy, 
which includes energy-intensive sectors as well as less energy-intensive sectors, such as service 
industries. 

2.1.2 Energy Efficiency and causality 

In Solow (1967), the introduction of a “total factor productivity”(A), into the otherwise standard 
Cobb-Douglas production function was aimed at filling the gap of the Solow residual, a number 
describing empirical productivity growth in an economy from year to year and decade to 
decade18. Given the results of the Giraud-Kahraman paper, one obvious hypothesis is that energy use 
may have incarnated a large part of this residual, that is, of the growth in Western countries that 
could not be explained by capital and labor. As a consequence, we can no longer consider A itself as 
a residual and this needs to be attributed to some empirically observable content. Here, Giraud-
Kahraman captures technological progress through the growtholow in energy efficiency, Y(GDP)/E 
(consumed). 
 
In recent decades significant reductions in energy intensity have been achieved in many developed 
and some developing countries (Gales et al., (2007), Stern (2010), Csereklyei (2016)). Some key 
factors have been reported which could reduce or strengthen the linkage between energy use and 
economic activity over time, such as  technological change, shifts in the mix of energy input, etc, 
when technology remains constant. This evolution might mitigate the influence of energy use on 

                                                 
18 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solow_residual 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Productivity
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growth in the long-run. This possible effect will be captured by the long-run dependency ratio of 
output with respect to energy efficiency. As a matter of fact, the latter turns out to lay, between 0.6 
and 0.7 as well. Thus, Giraud-Kahraman research suggests that energy use is not the sole first-order 
factor driving growth. Instead, efficiency plays a dual, almost comparable, role. Giraud-Kahraman 
result therefore balances the opinion stated above by ecological economists, according to which 
substitution between capital and resources and technological progress can only play a limited role 
in mitigating the scarcity of resources. Cleveland et al. (1984), Hall et al. (2003), for instance, 
downplay the role of technological change, arguing that either increased energy use accounts for 
most apparent productivity growth, or that technological change is real but innovations mainly 
increase productivity by allowing the use of more energy. Therefore, it is argued in the economic 
literature whether increased energy use is the main cause of economic growth. Giraud-Kahraman 
suggest that the primary role attributed to energy use should not, however, overrule the factor of 
efficiency. Eventually, given the importance attributed to energy use and energy efficiency as 
opposed to labor, Giraud-Kahraman results raise the causality issue. Very much like the mere 
correlation concept, dependency does not indicate the possible causal relationship between growth 
and energy.  
 
The last contribution of Giraud-Kahraman’s paper consists in re-examining the empirical 
evidence on this long-standing and intricate question: is it the ability to consume abundant 
resources of energy that fosters growth or, on the contrary, is it growth that, being driven by 
another mechanism (e.g., capital or technological progress), mechanically increases the use 
of energy? Tests for causality between energy, GDP, and other variables started as early as in the 
late 1970’s. While early studies relied on Granger causality tests on unrestricted vector 
autoregressions (VAR) in levels of the variables, Giraud-Kahraman adopt more recent approaches 
which use cointegration methods in a multivariate framework (see Yu and Jin (1992) for the first 
cointegration study of the energy/GDP relationship, and Stern (2000) for a more recent study). The 
results of the early studies that tested Granger causality using a bivariate model were generally 
inconclusive (Stern (1993)). Where nominally significant results were obtained, they mostly 
indicated that causality runs from output to energy. Stern (1993) tested Granger causality in a 
multivariate setting using a VAR model of GDP, capital and labor inputs, and a Divisia index of 
quality adjusted energy use in place of gross energy use. It was then found that energy Granger19 
causes GDP. Stern (2000) estimated a dynamic cointegration model for GDP, quality weighted 
energy, labor, and capital, using the Johansen methodology. The analysis showed that there is a 
cointegration between the four variables and that energy Granger causes GDP either 
unidirectionally or possibly through a mutually causative relationship. Warr and Ayres (2010) 
replicate this model for the U.S. using their measures of energy and useful work in place of Stern’s 
Divisia index of energy use. They find both short and long-run causality from either energy or useful 
work to GDP but not vice versa. Oh and Lee (2004) and Ghali and El-Sakka (2004) applied Stern’s 
methodology to Korea and Canada, respectively, coming to the same conclusions, hence extending 
the validity of Stern’s results beyond the United States. Lee and Chang (2008) and Lee et al. (2008) 
use panel data cointegration methods to examine the relationship between energy, GDP, and capital 
in 16 Asian and 22 OECD countries over a three and four decade period respectively. Lee and Chang 
(2008) find a long-run causal relationship from energy to GDP in the group of Asian countries while 
Lee et al. (2008) find a bi-directional relationship in the OECD sample. This body of work suggested 
that the inconclusive results of earlier work are probably due to the omission of non-energy inputs. 
Here, Giraud-Kahraman conclusion is that energy and GDP cointegrate and energy use univocally 
Granger causes GDP in the long-run. Giraud-Kahraman reach this outcome on a larger sample of 

                                                 
19 Granger causality (Granger, 1969) analyses to what extent the change of past values of one variable accounts 

for later variation of other variables. Therefore, Granger causality exists between variables yt and xt , if by using 

the past values of variable yt , the variable xt can be predicted with a better accuracy, and relating to a case when 

past values of variables yt are not being used, with an assumption that other variables stay unchanged. Granger 

causality test usually analyses two variables together, testing their interaction. 
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countries and a longer time period than most of the earlier studies, without even having to employ 
a quality adjusted energy index.  
 
Consequently, although various methods have been applied and many controversial hypothesis 
tested, the late studies seem to converge and conclude that energy is a key factor of growth : 
the more energy is consummed, the higher GDP growth is achieved. 
 

2.2 The rebound effect or the Jevons Paradox 
Another perpective on the role of energy (or energy plus energy efficiency) on GDP growth was 
already given in 1865, by the economist W.S. Jevons in his famous book “The Coal Question” in 
which he states: « The population of the UK had increased by more than 10% each decade for the 
prior 70 years, not surprising given that coal production was growing at 40% per decade, meaning 
that the per capita wealth was growing». 

Consequently, Jevons introduced the first chapter of his book with a succinct description of coal's 
wonders and of society's insatiable appetite for it: 

« Coal in truth stands not beside but entirely above all other commodities is the material energy of 
the country — the universal aid — the factor in everything we do. With coal almost any feat is 
possible or easy; without it we are thrown back into the laborious poverty of early times. With such 
facts familiarly before us, it can be no matter of surprise that year by year we make larger draughts 
upon a material of such myriad qualities — of such miraculous powers. » 

Jevons further argues that coal is the source of the UK's prosperity and global dominance. 

Given that energy depletion posed long-term dangers for society, Jevons analyzed possible 
mitigation measures. In so doing, he considered the phenomenon that has come to be known as 
Jevons paradox, or rebound effect. As he wrote: 

" It is wholly a confusion of ideas to suppose that the economical use of fuel is equivalent to a 
diminished consumption. The very contrary is the truth." 

2.2.1 Definition  
Jevons described the historical development of engine technology and argued that the great 
increase in the UK's consumption of coal was due to the efficiency (or "economy") brought about 
by technological innovations, with particular credit going to James Watt’s 1776 invention of the 
steam engine. Like many innovations that followed, such as improved methods for smelting iron, 
greater economy broadened usage and led to increased energy consumption. 

"Whatever, therefore, conduces to increase the efficiency of coal, and to diminish the cost of its 
use, directly tends to augment the value of the steam-engine, and to enlarge the field of its 
operations." 

So the Jevon’s Paradox states that gains in energy efficiency in a growing economy tend to support 
greater energy consumption and more growth. 

Today, research has shown that as a consequence of the associated changes in consumer 
behavior, technological improvements may lead to lower energy savings than expected (Jevons, 
1906; Brookes, 1990; Khazzoom, 1980, 1987; Wirl, 1997). The mechanism underlying this 
behavioral change can be derived from neoclassical economic theory. As described by the 
“household production” model of Becker (1965), households use energy as one of the inputs in 
the production of services – such as space heating and cooking. Households obtain utility from 
consuming energy services, rather than from consuming energy itself. When the energy efficiency 
of a particular service is improved, without leading to an offsetting change in the price of energy, 
households realize a reduction in the effective price of that service due to the decrease in the 
amount of energy that is required for its production. Consequently, under the condition that the 
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demand for the energy service is price-elastic, improved energy efficiency leads to an increase in 
its demand. This implicit price mechanism generates a so-called “rebound effect” which partially 
offsets the initial efficiency gains. 

2.2.2 Few Examples of the rebound effect 

The literature identifies three types of rebound effects that encompass both the microeconomic 
and macroeconomic perspectives (Greening et al., 2000; Sorrell et al., 2009):  

a. the direct rebound effect:  occurs when an improvement in energy efficiency for a 

particular energy service reduces the effective cost of the service, which subsequently 

leads to increased consumption. 

b. the indirect rebound effect : occurs when the reduction of the effective cost of the energy 

service leads to changes in demand of other goods, services and productive services that 

also require energy. 

c. the economy-wide effects: The sum of direct and indirect rebound effects.  

Figure 2: Illustration of the rebound effect Illustration from Dr. Tilman Santarius, “The 

Rebound Phenomenon; Economic, mental, and social challenges to decouple energy 

demand from economic growth”, Technical University of Berlin, IBBA, and IÖW,Berlin, 

04/09/201620. 

In their study, Aydin et al (2015)21 focused on the direct rebound effect in the Residential Sector. 
The results show a rebound effect of 26.7% among homeowners, and 41.3 % among tenants. 
There is significant heterogeneity in the rebound effect across households, determined by 
household wealth and income, and the actual energy use intensity. The effects are larger among 
the lower income and wealth cohorts, and among households that use more energy than the 
average household. Their findings corroborate through a quasi-experimental analysis, 
documenting that efficiency improvements following a large subsidy program lead to a rebound 
effect of about 55%. The findings in this paper confirm the important role of household behavior 
in determining the outcomes of energy efficiency improvement programs.  

Another example can be demonstrated in the car industry. The manufacturing of cars emitting 
120gr of CO2 per km instead of 150gr, corresponds to a possible 20% abatement of CO2 emissions. 
Conversely, it is to be noted that the car fleet drastically increased since 1960. Likewise, replacing 
a 8L/100km car by a 5L/100km one, could potentially generate 37.5% annual fuel savings. 
Instead, car owners tend to drive more km as the car energy efficiency allows for driving more 
km for the same budget. 

                                                 
20 https://www.diw.de/documents/dokumentenarchiv/17/diw_01.c.532061.de/bsec_santarius_19042016.pf 
21 Erdal Aydin, Nils Kok, Dirk Brounen, October 24, 2015. Energy Eciency and Household Behavior: The 

Rebound Eect in the Residential Sector.  

https://www.diw.de/documents/dokumentenarchiv/17/diw_01.c.532061.de/bsec_santarius_19042016.pf
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In a recent paper, Clewlow and Gouri (October 2017)22 reported that 49% to 61% of ride-hailing 
trips (mainly with Uber) would have not been made at all, or would have made by walking, biking, 
or transit. They conclude that ride-hailing is currently likely to contribute to growth in vehicle 
miles traveled (VMT) in the major cities represented in their study. The efficacy in transportation 
(cheap Uber cost and convenient usage with the mobile App) increased, but the resources 
consumption did not decrease. 
 

2.3  Conclusions of this chapter 
Technological change (Efficiency) is real but innovations mainly increase productivity by 
allowing the use of more energy (rebound effect). Economists suggest that energy as well as 
Energy Efficiency, are the main first-order factors driving economical growth.  
As a consequence, this is equivalent to Jevons view back at the end of the19th century, if coal is 
replaced with fossil energies: “Energy (Coal) in truth stands not beside but entirely above all other 
commodities — the universal aid — the factor in everything we do.” 
 
This started to occure as energy (Coal) was not unlimited, and therefore its access became more 
difficult with time and the demand grew exponentially and confirmed Jevons argument that limits 
or boundaries to prosperity would appear sooner than was generally realized.  
 
The transition from coal to oil and gas allowed for increased prosperity. For the same reasons of 
limited oil and gas resources, and with the climate change constraint (energy use externalities), 
the transition from fossil to RES is recognized as necessary.  
 
Though, recent headlines recall the complexity of this transition and its timing : Saudi Arabia's 
giant oil projected IPO (2018 or 2019) is expected to be the biggest IPO in history. Oil is stil 
valuable. However, proceeds from Aramco's stock market listing have been earmarked to fund 
the diversification of the Saudi economy. The transition is on. 

                                                 
22 Clewlow, Regina R. and Gouri S. Mishra (2017) Disruptive Transportation: The Adoption, Utilization, and 

Impacts of Ride-Hailing in the United States. Institute of Transportation Studies, University of California, Davis, 

Research Report UCD-ITS-RR-17-07 
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3 Linking Energy and Climate: Kaya’s equation 

3.1 Kaya’s equation 
Energy, being a key component of economic growth, matters. As most of energy production was 
based on fossil, not located in Europe, managing the import of those energies to secure its supply, 
and managing their stock justified all European Energy policies set during the 20th century. 
 
In the early 21st century, 195 heads of states gathered and agreed that climate change caused by 
human activity poses a considerable threat to life on Earth. They adopted the so-called Paris 
agreement on December 12, 2015, with focus on actions to limite the climate change effect, not 
those on energy. This agreement was remarkable and unique, as it took place in a period of peace 
and still convened 95% of all countries on earth to adopt this agreement. There is no other 
example of such a world-wide agreement. Climate Change, with humanity at stake, and huge 
economic costs to come (up to 20% of GDP according to N. Stern23), has become the most 
important challenge to the countries around the globe. This is an agreement that drives as a 
consequence the energy challenge of European policy. 
 
With about 75% of CO2 emissions resulting from energy use, energy and climate are obviously 
highly connected. In 1993, Japanese energy economist Yoichi Kaya24, stated that the total 
emission level of the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide can be expressed as the product of four 
factors that determine the level of human impact on climate.  
 
C  =  C/E   *   E/Y   *   Y/P   *   P 
 
C = Carbon emissions (or more broadly, Greenhouse gas emissions, GHG)  
E = Energy generated and consumed by humans  
Y = Economic output (goods and services, GDP)  
P = Population 
 
The C/E ratio is the carbon content of energy : GHG emissions per unit of energy produced. 
The E/Y ratio shows the efficiency of energy use in the economy. 
The Y/P ratio is the per capita income. 
 
Various sources (World bank, International Energy Agency, economic literature etc.) can provide 
data on the evolution of those four parameters. The population P, will be multiplided by 1.5 by 
2050. Taking into account this approach the following calculation can be made: Per capita income, 
Y/P, has been growing (with growing fossil fuel consumption). World per capita income growth 
averaged about 2%/year since 1970. Economic growth remains a central goal of governments, 
firms and individuals. Billions of people live in poverty and need additional growth in output to 
meet basic needs. This means that Y/P will be multiplied by 2.7 by 2050. 

E/Y ratio has been improving globally, falling by about 1.4 %/year since 1990.  Europe uses half 
as much energy/$GDP as the U.S.A so the trend of increasing energy efficiency can continue as the 
world catches up to best practices. For example, Energy intensity (inverse of EE) in EU industry 
decreased by 16% between 2005 and 201425.  Assuming a 3% decrease/year, the ratio E/Y would 
be divided by four by 2050. 

So, in 2050, Kaya’s equation becomes :     C  =  C/E   *   1/4   *   2.7   *   1.5 

                                                 
23 STERN REVIEW: The Economics of Climate Change. 2006. 
24 Yoichi Kaya, Keiichi Yokobori. 1993. Environment, Energy, and Economy: strategies for sustainability . output 

of the Conference on Global Environment, Energy, and Economic Development (1993 : Tokyo, Japan). 
25 https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-efficiency 
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C  =  C/E   *   1.012 
C  ≈  C/E  

 
The aim of Paris Agreement is to reduce Carbon emissions, C to half by 2050 (and completely 
remove it (zero) by 2100). Hence, there is no option but to switch from fossil to non-carbon 
energy sources, such as hydropower, wind and solar, or RES. 
 

3.2 Conclusions of this chapter 
The production of carbon free energy that will reduce the global C/E ratio, should also consider 
the amount of energy (fossil or carbon free) needed for this production. This is known as the ratio 
of energy return on energy invested, EROEI: For example, we can think of the building of one 
Photovoltaic (PV) system consuming more fuel energy than that the PV system produces, the net 
carbon emissions increase, and therefore C/E is increasing. 
 
It will take massive investments in solar and wind power generation installations, a better grid 
and other major investments in new technology to completely shift to renewable energy. Those 
investments have to be profitable, and climate externalities have to be priced and considered to 
make all energies equal from a climate point of view. 
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4 Energy Return on Energy Input (EROEI or EROI) justifies EE 

4.1 What is EROEI / EROI 
In physics, energy economics, and ecological energetics, the Energy Returned on Energy Invested 
(EROEI or ERoEI); or Energy Return on Investment (EROI), is the ratio of the total amount of 
usable energy delivered from a particular energy resource to the amount of energy used to obtain 
that energy resource26. 
 
Arithmetically the EROEI can be written as: 
 

EROEI= Total Energy Delivered / Total Energy Required to Deliver that Energy 
 
When the EROEI of a resource is less than or equal to one, that energy source becomes a net 
"energy sink" and can no longer be used as a source of energy. However, depending on the system, 
it might be useful for energy storage (for example a battery). A related measure Energy Store On 
Energy Invested (ESOEI) is used to analyse storage systems. 
 
The difference between the total energy returned and the total energy invested is equal in 
absolute units to the net energy produced during system lifetime. The words “TOTAL” and “NET” 
are critical here and generated intensive debates among researchers. There is no agreement on 
how to determine energy input accurately and therefore researchers come with different 
numbers for the same source of energy.  If not taken in absolut but relative terms, this EROI 
concept is usefull, to compare alternative energy mix used in various places as the 3 publications 
reported in 4.3 illustrates. 
 

4.2 EROI examples in USA from Murphy & Hall, 2010 
As mentioned above, all numbers are 
subject to caution. In particular, with 
regards to nuclear energy: in the USA, in 
2013, the last uranium diffusion plant in 
the world, at Paducah closed down, in 
France similar data are classified as 
“confidential defense”, and in all 
countries, the cost of management and 
storage of nuclear waste for period over 
30.000 years (1/2 life time of 
radioactive elements) is unknown (no 
authors have ever produced 
calculations with 30.000 columns !). 
 

4.3 EROEI for Photovoltaic (PV) systems 
To illustrate the fierce competition among economists, and the dispute araising on EROI 
calculation, 3 publications are presented in this deliverable. The first 2016 paper by Ferroni27 et 
al. estimated an EROI=0.8 for PV systems in Switzerland.  

                                                 
26 Murphy, D.J.; Hall, C.A.S. (2010). "Year in review EROI or energy return on (energy) invested". Annals of the 

New York Academy of Sciences. 1185: 102–118. Bibcode:2010NYASA1185..102M. doi:10.1111/j.1749-

6632.2009.05282.x. Jump up^ Cutler, Cleveland (2011-08-30). "Energy return on investment (EROI)". The 

Encyclopedia of Earth. Retrieved 2011-09-02. 

 
27 Ferruccio Ferroni, Robert J. Hopkirk. July 2016. Energy Return on Energy Invested (ERoEI) for photovoltaic 

solar systems in regions of moderate insolation. Energy Policy, Volume 94, Pages 336-344 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paducah_Gaseous_Diffusion_Plant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bibcode
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2010NYASA1185..102M
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_object_identifier
https://doi.org/10.1111%2Fj.1749-6632.2009.05282.x
https://doi.org/10.1111%2Fj.1749-6632.2009.05282.x
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_returned_on_energy_invested#cite_ref-eo_2-0
http://www.eoearth.org/article/Energy_return_on_investment_(EROI)
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Rougei28 et al. in March 2017 responded to this paper and stated that they identified several 
critical methodological and calculation flaws in that paper. They provided revised EROI 
calculations with both conventional and extended boundaries, of EROI≈9–10 (when adhering to 
widely adopted ‘conventional’ system boundaries as recommended by the IEA and EROIEXT≈7–
8 (when instead adopting ‘extended’ system boundaries that also include the energy investments 
for service inputs such as ‘project management’ and insurance). It is especially noteworthy that 
even the latter EROIEXT range is one order of magnitude higher than 0.8 which was obtained by 
Ferroni and Hopkirk. 
In August 2017, Ferroni29 et al. responded and gave additional explanations and clarifications on 
their original article. They stated that criticisms offered by Raugei et al. are proved as not 
pertinent. They performed further investigations and data analyses whose results strengthened 
the authors’ initial conclusions regarding the extended ERoEI for PV systems, and concluded that 
the use of photovoltaic technology results in development of an Energy Sink. 
 

4.4 Conclusion from this chapter 
Despite it’s controversial and unstable numerical application, the EROI concept is usefull in an 
attempt to adopt an Energy Transition strategy.  In the PV example, more stable/homogeneous 
data could help to evaluate substitution of PV for base load power generation or fossil energies in 
countries like Switzerland or further north (low, or even moderate insolation), since it involves 
an extremely high expenditure of material, human and capital resources.  
The world’s advanced societies can only continue to develop if a surplus of energy is available: 

- EROI can only increase if energy output is increased, thus underlying the need for 

improved Energy Efficiency, 

- EROI can only increase if energy input is decreased, thus also underlying the need for 

improved Energy Efficiency (to avoid finding ourselves suffering increased dependence 

on fossil energy.) 

EROI demonstrate the need for more EE efforts. It also shows that EE is linked to the performance 
of equipment, and thus deconnected from economic agent behaviour. Given the numerical 
intricacies and complexity of EROI, it will not be accessible to policy makers and for the public at 
large anyway. 

 

                                                 
28 Marco Raugei, et al. Energy Return on Energy Invested (ERoEI) for photovoltaic solar systems in regions of 

moderate insolation: A comprehensive response. Energy Policy, Volume 102, Pages 377-384 
29 Ferruccio Ferroni, Alexandros Guekos, Robert J. Hopkirk. August 2017. Further considerations to: Energy 

Return on Energy Invested (ERoEI) for photovoltaic solar systems in regions of moderate insolation. Energy 

Policy, Volume 107, Pages 498-505 
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5 We are all free riders 

5.1 Equipment and Behaviour: micro and macroeconomics 
The argumentation presented so far leads to the following macroeconomic conclusions : Energy 
and EE are key factors for growth and thus prosperity. The later one has been addressed by 
controversial evidence that presents the limits of GDP as an indicator of economic performance 
and social progress30. The following relation is adopted: the increased energy consumption, 
generates an increased GDP, and not vice-versa. This « heterodox » economic point of view differs 
from the one of the European Commission in its 2017 Assessment of the progress made by 
Member States towards the national energy efficiency targets31, stating that « Increases in 
economic activity have tended to push up energy consumption. Energy savings have helped offset 
this. However, their level was not high enough in 2015 and 2016 to offset the impact of the growth 
in economic activity ». 
 
Consequently, in macroeconomics, increased usage of energy and increased EE could lead to 
increased prosperity. In order to avoid climate impact, this increased energy consumption should 
be leading to increasing consumption of carbon free energy. This increase in carbon free energy 
production can only be achieved if EROI is increased, which results as a conseqence in EE 
improved as well. 
 
In this analysis, EE is key in determining a better future for Europeans. In macroeconomics, EE is 
mostly limited to measuring equipment performance (New buildings consume half the energy 
they did in the 1980s, share of refrigerators in the highest energy efficiency labelling classes (A 
and above) enlarged from less than 5% in 1995 to more than 90% in 2010,…). 
 
EE alone will however not be sufficient to meet Paris Agreement. The ways economic agents react 
to macroeconomic policies always depend on social characteristics (age, income, …) and also vary 
from one agent to the other. At microeconomic level, the understanding and focusing on changing 
of the behaviour of each economic agent is key and complementary to EE in order to achieve 
limiting CC to 1.5°C. When economic agents invest in increased EE equipment, they sould invest 
in Carbon free equipment which is often more expensive, implying thus a loss of “pleasure” 
spending and benefits. Economic agents should thus arbitrate in favor of climate action today. 
Currently, this trade-off for a household does not promote Carbon free equipment, as people tend 
to prefer spending money for purchases offering more pleasure (better vacation, refit with a new 
design for their kitchen,…).  
For example, households will replace their old fuel or gas boiling system to heat their dwelling by 
the Best In Class energy efficient new fuel and gas boiler, 40% cheaper than a biomass (carbon 
free) heating system, and will thus continue to emit CO2. According to a recent study by European 
Commission, natural gas boilers account for 40% of the heating technology stock in the EU in 
2012 (Fleiter et al. 2016, p.15). Also in Olsthoorn et al. (2017)32 survey, gas boilers are the most 
common replacement (40%) among the options proposed, but their share among the heating 
systems which were actually replaced over the past 10 years, varies between 20% (Poland) and 
79% (UK). An exception is Sweden with 3%. 
 

                                                 
30 Joseph E. STIGLITZ, Amartya SEN, Jean-Paul FITOUSSI. 2009. Report by the Commission on the 

Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress. 
31 REPORT FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL 2017 

« assessment of the progress made by Member States towards the national energy efficiency targets for 2020 and 

towards the implementation of the Energy Efficiency Directive as required by Article 24(3) of the Energy 

Efficiency Directive 2012/27/EU.  

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52017DC0687&from=EN.  
32 Olsthoorn, M., Schleich, J., Gassmann, X., Faure, C. (2017): Free riding and rebates for residential energy 

efficiency upgrades: A multi-country contingent valuation experiment. Energy Economics. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52017DC0687&from=EN
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In the rebound effect example of Uber in American cities, people did not actually prefer to spend 
their budget in purchasing bicycle (including electrical bicycle for assistance and more comfort) 
to save energy and contribute to actions against climate change, but instead preferred the comfort 
and convenience of jumping-in a diesel car (even abandoning the potential healthy side effect of 
biking). 
 
In 2015 in Europe, transport accounted for 33% of final energy consumption, followed by the 
residential sector and industry (both 25%), the service sector (14%) and other sectors (3%). 
Higher energy consumption in 2015 in Europe was mainly seen in the residential (+4% year-on-
year increase), services (+3.6%) and transport sectors (+1.7%). In this context, the behavior 
change of economic agents (including decision makers) to shift from fossil to RES is key. 
 
This behavior change, to shift from fossil to RES is not quite obvious and difficult to adopt, as all 
changes (smokers find it hard to quit smoking). The H2020 call lc-sc3-ec-1, topic « The role of 
consumers in changing the market through informed decision and collective actions33 » is a 
perfect illustration of the problem we described above. The call states : 
« The proposed action should develop activities informing and motivating consumers to change old 
and inefficient installed appliances with the highest energy saving potential (e.g. boilers, local space 
heaters, air heaters) to more efficient and clean energy heating and/or cooling solutions. While 
financial aspects (cost savings, payback period) would be the main motivating factor and therefore 
should be presented in a precise and credible manner, other aspects such as increased comfort and 
aesthetics, safety, improved air quality, or possible participation in demand-response should be the 
integral part of the actions in order to unlock the full potential of multiple benefits of energy 
efficiency improvements. » 
 
The choice of clean energy, and participation in a carbon free world should be the sole drivers of 
the call, and equipment only one mean to achieve this. 
 
Can we change behavior? Can consumers change the market through informed decision and 
collective actions? Can we articulate macro and micro economics with a new currency to fund a 
sustainable growth?  
 

5.2 The free riding problem 

5.2.1 Definition  

Free riding occurs when those who benefit from certain goods or services do not pay for them, 
leading to scarcity and shortage for all. When it comes to fighting climate change, and the 
transition need from fossil fuels to renewables, we run up against this classical economic problem 
of free riding. We all benefit from stable atmospheric CO2 concentrations, but rarely pay for this 

stability when emitting CO2 (e.g. from heating, transport).  As individuals we ask, “why should I 

cycle to work when my neighbor drives an SUV?” Companies, when asked to cut emissions, fear 
added costs and loss of competitiveness and threaten relocation and job cuts. Environment 
ministers may advocate high-level action but industry ministers counter that they are not 
affordable.  

                                                 
33 http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/topics/lc-sc3-ec-1-2018-2019-

20.html  

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/topics/lc-sc3-ec-1-2018-2019-2020.html
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/topics/lc-sc3-ec-1-2018-2019-2020.html
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5.2.2 Illustration of the free riding problem 

Let us report here an extract from Gollier and Tirole (2015)34 paper illustrating and explaining 
this free riding issue. « Most benefits of mitigation are global and distant, while costs are local and 
immediate. The geographic and temporal dimensions of the climate problem account for the current 
inaction. Climate change is a global commons problem. 

In the long run, most countries will benefit from a massive reduction in global emissions of GHGs, 
but individual incentives to do so are negligible. Most of the benefits of a country’s efforts to reduce 
emissions go to the other countries. In a nutshell, a country bears 100% of the cost of a green policy 
and receives, say, 1% of the benefits of the policy, if the country has 1% of the population which has 
an average exposure to climate-related damages. Besides, most of these benefits, even small, do not 
accrue to current voters, but to future generations. 

Consequently, countries do not internalize the benefits of their mitigation strategies, emissions are 
high, and climate still changes dramatically. The free-rider problem is well-known to generate the 
“tragedy of commons” (Hardin 1968), as illustrated by a myriad of case studies in other realms. 
When herders share a common parcel of land on which their herds graze, overgrazing is a standard 
outcome, because each herder wants to reap the private benefit of an additional cow without taking 
account of the fact that what he gains is matched by someone else’s loss. Similarly, hunters and 
fishers do not internalize the social cost of their catches; overhunting and overfishing led to the 
extinction of species, from the Dodo of the island of Mauritius to the bears of the Pyrenees and of the 
buffalos of the Great Plains. Diamond (2005) shows how deforestation on Easter Island led to the 
collapse of an entire civilization. Other illustrations of the tragedy of commons can be found in water 
and air pollutions, traffic congestion, or international security for example. Ostrom (1990) showed 
how small and stable communities are in some circumstances able to manage their local common 
resource to escape this tragedy, thanks to built-in incentives for responsible use and punishments 
for overuse. These informal procedures to control the free-rider problem are obviously not 
applicable to climate change, whose stakeholders include the 7 bn inhabitants currently living on 
this planet and their unborn descendants. Addressing the global externality problem is complex, as 
there is no supranational authority that could implement the standard internalization approach 
suggested by economic theory and often employed at the domestic level35.  

A country or region which would contemplate a unilateral mitigation strategy would be further 
discouraged by the presence of the so-called “carbon leakages”. Namely, imposing additional costs 
to high-emission domestic industries makes them non-competitive. This tends to move production to 
less responsible countries, yielding an international redistribution of production and wealth with 
negligible ecological benefit. Similarly, the reduction in demand for fossil energy originating from 
the virtuous countries tends to reduce their international price, thereby increasing the demand and 
emissions in nonvirtuous countries. This other carbon leakage also reduces the net climate benefit 
of the effort made by any incomplete club of virtuous countries. Its intertemporal version is called 
the green paradox. It states that a commitment to be green in the future leads oil producers to 
increase their production today to cater to today’s non-virtuous consumers. Since carbon 
sequestration is not a mature technology, mitigation is a threat to the oil rent, and its owners should 
be expected to react to this threat. » 

                                                 
34 Christian Gollier et Jean Tirole, « Negotiating effective institutions against climate change », Economics of 

Energy and Environmental Policy, vol. 4, n° 2, juin 2015, p. 5–27. 
35 See for example Bosetti et al (2013). According to Nordhaus (2015), the equilibrium average carbon price that 

would prevail in a simple global non-cooperative game is equal to a fraction h of the first-best price, where h is 

the Herfindahl index of country sizes (the Herfindahl index h is the sum of the squares of each country’s share in 

global output. For example, if there are ten identical countries, h equals 10%). He concludes that the equilibrium 

average carbon price in the absence of a coordination mechanism to solve the free-rider problem will be in the 

order of one-tenth of the efficient level. 
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5.3 Pricing Carbon, abatment cost of CO2 and efficiency of public 
policies 

5.3.1 Free riding and energy efficiency 

An alternative way at formulating the free riding problem, in the Energy Efficiency world, is to 
say that free riding, occurs when subsidies are paid to customers who would have purchased the 
technology even without the subsidy. Many economist study the cost of free riding for 
goverments. 
 
In his paper, Allcott documents policymakers’ arguments for “paternalistic” energy efficiency 
policies. While empirical results suggest that policies to address imperfect information and 
internalities may increase welfare in some cases, some existing policies may be mistargeted or 
miscalibrated. Olsthoorn et al. (2017) quantified the cost of free riding between 50-90 % : 
 
Free-ridership has been estimated in a variety of ways in previous ex post studies of utility demand 
side management (DSM) and tax credit programs for residential energy efficiency upgrades in North 
America (Joskow and Marron 1992; Malm 1996; Loughran and Kulick 2004; Boomhower and Davis 
2014) and Europe (Grösche and Vance 2009; Nauleau 2014; Alberini et al. 2014). These studies 
report that free-rider shares among program beneficiaries range between 50-90%. For 
governments and utilities, it is rarely feasible to distinguish among beneficiaries who needed or did 
not need the subsidy to engage in energy efficient behavior. Similarly, the economic evaluation 
literature presumes a nondiscriminatory principle of incentive allocation: those who allocate the 
rebate cannot – if not for ethical then for reasons of prohibitive administrative costs – distinguish 
between free riders and non-free riders when granting subsidies to consumers who purchase eligible 
efficiency upgrades. In addition, when subsidies are part of a policy package (usually also involving 
accompanying information programs), evaluations typically cannot identify the effects of individual 
policies on program effectiveness and program costs. For example, program evaluations typically do 
not distinguish customers who were planning to invest in an energy efficient technology anyway 
from customers who were not originally planning to invest in such a technology but decided to do so 
after being informed. 
 
In France, on a specific tax credit refund, to enhance dwelling heating performance, Amélie 
Mauroux (2012)36 evaluates the free riding effect to be in between 87 -93%. In her work,  
Marie-Laure Nauleau (2015)37 states that the estimated average proportion of freeriders 
varies between 40-85% after 2006. Her results show that current policies will not allow to 
achieve the target of 38% reduction in energy consumption. 

5.3.2 Free riding and abatment cost of CO2 emissions 

Free riding increases the corresponding cost of abatement of CO2 emissions (i.e. how much CO2 is 
abated by the policy). For example, in Mauroux’s work, « ..except if the average CO2 emission 
reductions per household are greater than 10 tonnes each year over the equipment life span, the 
public cost of a tonne of CO2 avoided by declarant among the eligible living in a building completed 
between 1969 and 1973 would be higher than 32 €, the tutelary value of carbon in 2008 ». 

                                                 
36 https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/1380946. If the tax credit rate had not been raised, in 2006 one eligible 

household in fifteen among the declarants living for less than three years in a dwelling completed between 1969 

and 1976 would not have used this tax credit, one in eight in 2007 and in 2008. Between 2006  and 2008, the 

additional public cost due to the tax credit increase is at least 80 million Euro for the subsample of homeowners 

living for less than 3 years in a dwelling completed between 1969 and 1976, i.e. an average cost between 6,550 

and 10,360 Euro per additional retrofitted dwelling.  
37 Marie-Laure Nauleau. Energy efficiency in the residential sector: analysis on investment drivers and public 

policies. Economies and finances. EHESS-Paris, 2015. English.  
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The need to account for many years of CO2 emissions reductions and to compare them at the same 
dates, induce complexity and hetereogeneity in numbers with the addition of discount rate. In 
Olsthoorn et al,: 
“ Over the last two decades, governments have commissioned estimates of the social cost of carbon 
(SCC). In France, the Commission Quinet (Quinet 2009) used a real discount rate of 4%, and 
recommended a price of carbon (/tCO2) at 32 € in 2010, rising to 100 € in 2030 and between 150 € 
and 350 € in 2050. In the United States, the US Interagency Working Group (2013) proposed three 
different discount rates (2.5%, 3% and 5%) to estimate the SCC. Using a 3% real discount rate, their 
estimation of the SCC is $32 in 2010, rising to $52 and $71 respectively in 2030 and 2050. 
 
First, simulation results imply that for a rebate of 1000 Euro, the specific rebate costs for most 
countries exceed 500€/tCO2. Thus, the costs of subsidizing premature heating system replacement 
as a CO2 emissions reduction instrument compare to high estimates of the social cost of carbon only 
(van den Bergh and Botzen 2014). Specific rebate cost estimates (in €/tCO2) differ considerably 
across countries, suggesting that cooperation can yield budgetary benefits. While effective, our 
findings further suggest that such rebate programs would be rather costly, because of high shares 
of free riders”. 

 

5.4 Solution to the free riding problem: Pricing Carbon 
According to Gollier and Tirole (2015) in the same paper puting a price on Carbon is mandatory: 

« The core of the climate externality problem is that economic agents do not internalize the damages 
that they impose on other economic agents when they emit GHGs. The approach38 that economists 
have long proposed to solve the free-rider problem consists in inducing economic agents to 
internalize the negative externalities that they impose when they emit CO2 (“polluter pays 
principle”). This is done by pricing it at a level corresponding to the present value of the marginal 
damage associated to the emission, and by forcing all emitters to pay this price. Because GHGs 
generate the same marginal damage regardless of the identity of the emitter and the nature and 
location of the activity that generated the emissions, all tons of CO2 should be priced equally. By 
imposing the same price to all economic agents around the world, one would ensure that all actions 
to abate emissions that cost less than that price will be implemented. This least-cost approach 
guarantees that the reduction of emissions that is necessary to attain the global concentration 
objective will be made at the minimum global cost. In contrast to this economic approach, 
“command-and-control” approaches (source specific emissions limits, standards and technological 
requirements, uniform reductions, subsidies/taxes that are not based on actual pollution, vintage-
differentiated regulations, industrial policy….) usually create wide discrepancies in the implicit price 
of carbon put on different emissions. This has been shown empirically to lead to substantial increases 
in the cost of environmental policies. 

While economists for good reasons are broadly suspicious of command-and-control policies, they 
also understand that these policies may occasionally be appropriate when measuring or 
informational problems make direct pricing complex and/or when consumers discount the future 
too much. This is the classic justification for housing insulation standards for instance. But 
command-and-control is best avoided when feasible. 
In the paper, Gollier and Tirole propose two prominent strategies for organizing an efficient, 
uniform pricing of CO2 emissions involving a carbon price and a cap-and-trade mechanism, 

                                                 
38 A liability system would not solve the problem. Because of the diffuse and intertemporal nature of the pollution, 

it is impossible to link current individual emissions to future individual damages. Therefore, a liability system 

cannot fix the problem. Besides, even if such a link could be established, one would need an international 

agreement to prevent free-riding. 
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respectively : « the climate change global commons problem will be solved only through coherent 
carbon pricing ».  
 
How realistic is the call for a uniform pricing of CO2 ? 

 

5.5 Multiple vs Unique Carbon prices 
The proposal for a uniform pricing of CO2 seems to be theoretical, and does not cope with reality.  
First, we could already notice from the free riding analysis, different CO2 prices as a consequence 
of various energy efficiency policies. 
 
Secondly, CO2 abatement costs vary largely between and within countries. For example, CO2 
abatement cost for the replacement of a fossil heating system by a renewable electrical heating 
system is around €150/tCO2 (savings of 5 tons of CO2, during 16 years, for a total investment cost 
of €13K) while carpooling to go to work would save up to €800/year (savings of 1 ton of CO2, 
corresponding to the savings of 40 km per day, times 200 working days per year, thus 8.000 
km/year, representing a yearly saving of € 800 minimum, at no investment), thus generating a 
negative - €800/tCO2. 
 
Consequently, different actions cause different CO2 abatment costs. With all countries having as 
aim to reduce CO2 emissions, it is not to assert that all money should go into countries with the 
cheapest abatement costs only. In this context, we have to learn how to live with differing 
abatment actions and carbon prices, as we do with house prices, and plane ticket prices.  
 
With respect to differing actions, it is interesting to look at the rational for the legal decision in 
the Urgenda case in the Netherlands. The 2015 Urgenda Climate Case against the Dutch 
Government was the first in the world in which citizens held their government accountable for 
contributing to dangerous climate change. On 24th June 2015, the District Court of The Hague 
ordered the government to cut its greenhouse gas emissions by at least 25% by the end of 2020 
(compared to 1990 levels). This ruling required the government to immediately take more 
effective action on climate change39.  

The ruling rejected the defense from the Dutsch government arguing that global warming was a 
global issue that could not be solved at a national level. The State should not hide behind the 
argument that the solution to the global climate problem does not depend solely on Dutch efforts. 
Any reduction of emissions contributes to the prevention of dangerous climate change and, as 
a developed country, the Netherlands should take the lead in this. 
The court acknowled that the global nature of climate change requires the widest possible 
cooperation by all countries and their participation in an effective and appropriate international 
response, in accordance with their common but differentiated responsibilities and respective 
capabilities and their social and economic conditions. 
 
With this order, the court has not entered the domain of politics, and is setting a legal signal and 
framework for differentiated actions. Could this help in establishing differing carbon prices ? 
 

                                                 
39 In September 2015, despite calls from leading scientists, lawyers, citizens, companies and the 886 co-plaintiffs 

for it to accept the decision, the Dutch government decided to appeal the judgment. It made this decision even 

though it is taking steps to meet the target set by the Court. The appeal will be heard at the Hague Court of Appeal 

on 28 May 2018. 
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5.6 Alternative Economic tools to potentially solve the free riding 
problem 

The world is fast running out of time to find and stimulate the voluntary measures that will enable 
us to meet the Paris target. Can we incentivize voluntary actions to change free rider behavior ?  

Olsthoorn et al. in the above mentioned paper, wrote :  “Fourth, our findings on weak free-ridership 
attest to the role of attention-getting efforts in increasing program participation (Stern et al. 1986). 
While a combination of policies may do more for adoption than a single policy, the cost-effectiveness 
of a non-discriminatory subsidy policy suffers from a parallel instrument’s effectiveness. Our results 
suggest that in most countries (particularly in Germany and France), rebate expenditures would be 
much lower if low-cost programs - involving communication and information for example - could 
turn weak free riders into (non-incentivized) adopters. Thus, rather than implementing rebate and 
information programs simultaneously, these programs should be introduced sequentially: first 
information programs to address the weak free riders by helping to overcome information-related 
barriers, and then rebate programs to reach those households that require financial incentives to 
prematurely replace their heating system. Of course, a sequential approach raises fairness and 
equity questions. For example, policy makers would have to announce the rebate program only after 
the information program had been implemented”. 
 
They call thus for combination of policies, including information. Surprisingly, incentives such as 
“nudges” are not mentioned. According to behavioural economics ‘nudges’ inform and 
incentivize agents towards specific actions thus, they could contribute to the low carbon economy 
at all levels. The Nudge’s theory received the Economic Nobel Prize in 2017, for the third time (R. 
Thaler 2017, R. Shiller, 2013, D. Kahneman, 2008) showing the rercognition of behavioral 
economics. In addition, the European Economic and Social Committee recently urged for adopting 
a wider ‘nudge thinking’ in EU policy40 in an effort to increase adoption and efficacy;  

Thefore, our approach is to adopt this theory in order to develop nudges as an innovative way for 
long term CO2 reduction and wider adoption and engagement in environmental friendly behavior. 
 
Money, is a peculiar form of nudge. The efficacy of monetary incentive to change behaviour has 
been proven with airmiles or in loyalty programs (even as simple as couponing). In a December 
201641 paper published by the think tank Terra Noval, Aglietta et al., propose to test in France 
Carbon Credits, and local currencies to fund the ecological transition. 

Can we incentivize voluntary actions to change energy behaviour with a currency model ? 
 

5.7 Conclusion from this chapter 
Free riding critically undermines the Paris Agreement, which relies heavily on voluntary action. 
Now entering in to force, the Agreement seeks to limit global warming to 1.5°C. Yet economic 
solutions to date – regulation, cap and trade, taxes – are far from sufficient to deliver this. Even if 
existing country commitments were all met, we remain on a course for a 3°C increase42. This puts 
us all at real risk of dangerous and costly climate change.  
 

                                                 
40 EESC Opinion NAT/685, 15/12/16 
41http://tnova.fr/system/contents/files/000/001/285/original/15122016_-

_Finance_climat__le_temps_de_l'action.pdf?1481809224. Michel Aglietta, Etienne Espagne et Baptiste Perrissin 

Fabert. Finance climat : le temps de l’action : Sept propositions pour la France et l’Europe. 15 décembre 2016. 

Fondation Terra Nova. 
42 As per INDCs of countries in Paris in 2015. 2015 and 2016 CO2 emissions are up again according to latest 

inventories. 

http://tnova.fr/system/contents/files/000/001/285/original/15122016_-_Finance_climat__le_temps_de_l'action.pdf?1481809224
http://tnova.fr/system/contents/files/000/001/285/original/15122016_-_Finance_climat__le_temps_de_l'action.pdf?1481809224
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In environmental matters, free riding is generated by the lack of collective and individual action. 
This action is driven by individual and collective behavior, thus reversing free riding becomes a 
behavioural issue. Behavioural solutions, in combination with existing policies should 
consequently be tested.  
In this context, considering an approacth to climate change and EE can be based on carbon pricing 
as explained above, BENEFFICE proposes an alternative currency solution, to incentivize 
economic agents, and to price carbon. This approach has never been tested before as far as we 
know. By putting an end on «Carrots, Sticks, and Sermons» models, BENEFFICE’s hypothesis is 
that this currency model can succeed, where all existing economic tools have failed to meet Paris 
Agrement’s target: to incentivize behavior change towards long-term engagement in EE actions. 
Can this new currency define quality and sustainability of growth ? 
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6 Money, Money 
Classical macroeconomics course43 teaches that money is a medium of exchange, a store of value, 
and a unit of account (this definition also being used to analyse bitcoin as a potential currency44). 
Alongside with this definition, economists teach money as a system supported by banks, unique, 
territorialized, centralized, and guaranteed by States. Eventually, this ends up in explaining the 
Quantity Theory of Money, neutrality of money in the long run and monetary policies. This is how 
we all started learning about money.  
 
As we grew up, it was not difficult to see money as the heart of economy, as one of the economic 
fields where no consensus can be achieved among economists (Hayek vs Keynes for example best 
illustrated and condensed in the famous lovely “fear the boom and bust” rap cession video) and 
central to the lives of all economic agents. We could not see a growing number of people storing 
bank notes under their pillow to store value. We did see people buying various class of assets, 
more or less liquid, more or less risky, such as anthics, art, buildings, stocks, …and even crypto-
assets such as bitcoins. We saw in history multiple Moneys, and as economies progressed the 
number of moneys decreased.  Would multiple Money complicate Trade ? 
We now see rise of local initiatives with local currencies. We also see Internet and all the many 
crypto-currencies (over two thousands !) proposing to put an end to the traditional concept of 
money. We heard Christine Lagarde, Director of the IMF stating in a public meeting at the Bank of 
England, on September 29, 2017, that “citizens may one day prefer virtual currencies”, which for 
sure will continue to fuel the fierce debate on money. 
 

6.1 The 3 rules of Money as a system of payment 
Among the many available sources of information from practitioners, theorists, media (more or 
less specialised), dedicated web sites, academic papers, etc,….), our approach, prior to the 
introduction of a new energy/climate currencies should be based on a purely theoritical 
background on money. The proposal by Jean Cartelier (1991, 1996)45 considering money as a 
system of payments, taking an institutionalist approach of money as a unit of account, is 
particularly relevant to our concept. This institutional hypothesis is claimed anyway in many 
other approaches (Ingham, 2004, Wray, 2014). 
 
According to Jean Cartelier, the sole and very specific function of money is to manage debts 
between economic agents: money writes debt off (also called as the liberating power of money). 
As long as an economic agent pays another agent, no debt is linking the two, and they are free 
from each other. This concept makes money as the medium for trade, or economical 
relashionship. Money allows mediation in between economic agents. It is thus a language (the 
« trading language »), and not a good or asset that is circulated. 
 
Like any language, money is ruled by a set of components. These 3 components of mediation with 
money, as observed through history of market economies, are : 

1) Fixation of a nominal unit of account 

2) Emission rules of unit of account/Access to payment 

3) Equilibrium of balance of payment 

                                                 
43 For example, Gregory N. Mankiw, Macroeconomics, 7th edition, Worth Publishers. Paul R. Krugman, Maurice 

Obstfeld, Marc J. Melitz, International Economics, Theroy and Policy, Eleventh edition, Pearson 
44 Is Bitcoin a Real Currency? An economic appraisal David Yermack NBER Working Paper No. 19747 

December 2013, Revised April 2014 JEL No. E42,G23 
45 Jean Cartelier. (1996), La monnaie, Paris, Flammarion/ Dominos. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0nERTFo-Sk&list=PL7FE8DDB42EC9D7F6
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1) Unit of account. Economic agents trade and exchange between them with this unit of 
account. The nominal unit of account does not necessarily have to be a material asset or a 
good (gold for example). The « trading language » is decoupled from material good. The 
unit of account is the key fondation of the payment system. 

2) Emission rules of unit of account/Access to payment. Rules to emit a unit of account 
(minting) that can be used for payment, is always clearly defined. In market economies, 
minting is always the counter part of wealth creation. Access to payment system is 
allowed only for creation of wealth. There is thus no creation of money « ex-nihilo », 
and consequently the concept of “helicopter money” does fly... An entrepreneur for 
example will be granted a loan of X millions units for a period, if and only if, he can 
convince the lender or the bank for the qualitiy of its business plan. The business plan 
materialises the capacity of the entrepreneur to create wealth, wealth that would allow to 
pay back the loan plus interest at the end of the period (the fact that the bank believes or 
not in the business plan, as well as the fact that the buniness plan is materialised or not is 
a different subject not discussed here). Any economic agent can emit his own unit of 
account, which would become private money (aknowledgement of private debt). As the 
number of economic agents grows, it becomes very convenient to share a common 
institution, above private debt, to allow for the payment of debt : this is the legal currency 
(so-called fiat currency). 

3) Equilibrium of balance of payment. At the end of a period payment balance of economic 
agents must be in equilibrium. Every body has to be capable of paying its own balance, no 
ones has any debt left at the end of the market. Otherwise, the economic agent is in 
bankrupcy and disappears from the market. It is key to have at the end of a period a 
payment between all agents. There is no need for legal currency if all payment balances 
are in equilibrium. Otherwise, exchange rate between currencies fix balance equilibrium. 

6.2 There is no such thing as neutrality of Money 
The first consequence of taking a theoritical approach of money as a trading language, is that, like 
any other language, there is no neutrality of money.  Like a language, money is a source of 
political/economic influence, and a set of values shared within a community. 
 
Obviously, in classical economy lectures, money is always considered as neutral, and with no 
influence on trade in the long run. However, as “we are all dead in the long run” according to 
Keynes, practical application of the Quantity Theory of Money in the short and medium term 
“debunks”46 the assumption about neutrality of money : should money supply be increased (by 
market or central banks, or even by governments, and other sources of debate)? Which monetary 
policies should be conducted and for which objectives (Blanchard et al. (2010)47) …. ?  
 
Some recent examples illustrate quite well how fiat currencies are always biased as opposed to 
neutral, also indicating a sign of sovereignty from the governments’ side:  

- The “Euro” project is a political project of peace within the European Community, which 

poses some constrains on Member States. In general, sovereignists tend to dislike this 

approach. 

- On July 1st 1990, Helmult Kohl, Chancelor of reunified Germany, decided, that there was no 

DNA difference between East and West German citizens, and consequently, that one East 

Deutch Mark would be equal to one West Deutch Mark. Non concensus took place within the 

                                                 
46 Steve Keen, Debunking Economics, opcit 
47 Olivier Blanchard, et al. opcit (Rethinking Macroeconomic Policy) 
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economist community, neither within the European Community. This DM parity decision 

was simply political. 

- In 2015, French banks paid fines to the US goverment ($ 8.9 Billions for BNP Paribas alone) 

for having trade with US blacklisted countries in dollars. Banks were not allowed to use the 

US fiat currency to trade with those countries. 

- On May 8th, 2018, President Trump declared that he was withdrawing from the Iran nuclear 

deal. Economical consequences of this decision in Europe were to be expected: on June 4th 

2018, the French car manufacturer group PSA announced withdrawing sales from Iran, 

which is equivalent to 15% of its total sales volumes. 2015 fines are still hot in memories. As 

long as international business can not be performed in Euro, the US will continue to dominate 

the world in commercial terms. In 2011, during the Greek crisis, when President Poutine 

threatened Secretary of State Clinton to sell his gas and oil in Euro, should the US continues 

to put pressure on Russia, Americans responded : “do you believe that economic agents want 

to trade with the money of Greece ?” Today in 2018, without European economic consensus 

(President Macron publically criticising the German budgetary “fetishism”), nor with 

political consensus and stability across its Member States (Austria, Italy, Spain, and in all 

countries Sovereignists are gaining political shares), establishing trust in the Euro at an 

international level to favor international trade remains a difficult task. 

- Citizens and various associations, in a growing number of countries are trying to grab back 

from the banks and governments the power of money : on June 10, 2018 the Swiss population 

will participate in a referendum to accept or reject the “full money” (Monnaie pleine, in 

French, or Wolgeld in German) supported by the association MoMo48. If accepted, Banks 

would be forfidden to create money. In Iceland, a similar project was deeply documented in 

a parliamentary report with title: “The Monetary Reform: A better monetary system of 

Iceland|” given to the prime minister Frosti Sigurjonsson. The question is also debated in the 

UK, under the action of the association “positive Money” (http://positivemoney.org). 

The above components define a need for BENEFFICE approach to consider the « political » aspect 
if its proposal to adopt a new currency as follows: 

1) The project needs to be disseminated to the targeted audiences in order to create a 

community. So the « political project » needs to be clear and transparent, in particular 

with regards to the emission rules (minting) of the new unit account. 

2) The goal is to increase the circulation of this new unit account, as an incentive towards 

more carbon free energy, and less or no fossil energy, and to generate more economic 

activity compared to trading only with Euro. This new unit account is not in competition 

with Euro, it is not designed to replace the Euro, but to complement Euro. 

3) Given the objective of the Energy-Climate directive, colllaboration with European 

institutions, and Member States institutions is necessary to raise awareness at the 

political level about the potential contribution of this alternative currency.  

6.3 Condition for circulation of a new currency 
It is difficult to determine the conditions of application of the 3 monetary rules which contribute 
to make a currency successfull within a community, i.e., that is the money circulates within the 
community, and generates economic activity. 
 
Two basic extreme hypothesis can be formulated:  

a. On one side, in line with Georg Knapp (1905)49, there is a strong political, centralized, 

territorial concept of money. In this case, money is a « creation of law », and the formation 

                                                 
48 ”Modernisation Monétaire” [http://www.initiative-monnaie-pleine.ch/ 
49 Knapp, G.F. (1905/1924), The State Theory of Money, Londres Macmillan. 

http://positivemoney.org/
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of a monetary space determines at the same time the existence of a fiscal circuit, and thus 

a public space. Money is supported by State and Law.  

b. On the other side, inline with advanced standard theory, the coordination and link of 

economic agents which is based on monetary transactions, rather than something else, 

depends on various factors (those factors being various and being dependant on 

therotical constructs used to explain money). 

It can also be argued that economic theory is somehow disconnected from the economic reality 
with regards to money. As an example, for the past 50 years, US dollar has been frequently 
questionned (due to the US deficit balance, the emerging alternative currencies such as Euro or 
Renmibi, …). But it still remains the international money of trade above all in 6.2. 
 
Why is a currency accepted ? Or why is a currency not accepted ? One element of response can be 
that once an economic agent is certain to be always able to use a currency to pay another 
economic agent, the currency is accepted and can be circulated.  
 
The « risk free » usage of money is linked to trust. According to Aglietta and Orléan (1998)50 and 
later by Theret, 200851, 3 components of trust must be fullfilled : Methodic trust, hierarchical 
trust, and ethic trust. Methodic trust corresponds to the mimetic behavior of agents. One agent 
accepts a currency because others do so. All agents routinely believe that the currency will be 
accepted tomorrow, and the following days. Hierarchical trust relies on the fact that money is 
guaranteed by a collective power, that inspires trust in the sense of a protective sovereignty, such 
as a state. Ethic trust, refers to the symbolic authority of the values and colletive norms of the 
system, that are collectivelly accepted, and predicating the social belonging to the community. A 
currency enjoys ethic trust henceforth its emission, distribution and circulation modes seem to 
promote the replication of the community values and norms. As trust, social norms and values 
are highly interconnected, money is also seen by some economists as a social construct. 
 

6.4 Rational for complementary currencies 
Because money is a social construct, and the linking factor between all agents of a society, many 
economists suggest to add new currencies for specific purposes. Political aspects of such 
proposals are not discussed, considered and presented here. 
 
For simplification, we will focus and present in this deliverable the point of view from the 
economist Bernard Lietaer52. Lietaer is an international expert in the design and implementation 
of currency systems. He co-designed and implemented the convergence mechanism to the single 
European currency system (the Euro) and served as president of the Electronic Payment System 
at the National Bank of Belgium (the Belgian Central Bank).  According to Lietaer, most of us do 
not usually grasp how our monetary system works. Specifically, we tend to misunderstand: 
(a) what money is,  
(b) how it is created, and  
(c) how our monetary system shapes our behaviors, relationships and circumstances.    
 
Historical research actually shows that different types of currencies encourage or dissuade their 
hoarding or speculation. Some currencies induce competition while others encourage 
collaboration, and therefore strengthen or weaken community/ties.  They determine the kind of 

                                                 
50 Aglietta, M., Orléan, A. (1998), (dir.), La monnaie souveraine, Paris, Odile Jacob. 
51 Théret, B. (2008), « Les trois états de la monnaie. Approche interdisciplinaire du fait monétaire », Revue 

Economique, vol. 59, no 4, p. 813-841. 
52 http://www.lietaer.com/. Currency solutions for a wiser world.  
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time horizons upon which business decisions are made, and produce or prevent financial and 
economic instability.      
Lietaer believes that we need to support the introduction and expansion of three different kinds 
of currencies alongside our national currencies:  
(1) an inflation-proof global complementary currency designed to stabilize the world economy;   
(2) business-to-business currencies designed to counteract the effects of conventional money 
shortages during periods of economic crises and  contraction; and  
(3) community currencies that address a variety of social problems and strengthen the fabric of 
society. 
 
Complementary currencies are agreements within a community to accept something else than 
national currencies as a means of payment.   Because they are designed to function in parallel 
with conventional money — not replacing but complementing fiat currencies, they are described 
as “complementary”. 
New monetary innovations are now being crafted and used by an ever-growing number of 
communities worldwide to address a wide array of different social and economic mandates: from 
effectively caring for the elderly in Japan, to urban renewal in communities like Curitiba or 
Palmeiras in Brazil, providing new jobs and significantly raising the standard of living in 
communities, all without incurring costs to government or industry. The potential and 
adaptability of social currency innovations are part of the shift from the Industrial Age to a Post-
Industrial or Information Age.  Most of them would not have appeared without cheap computing 
power becoming available. This also explains their impressive growth from a handful to 
thousands such currency systems worldwide in the past two decades. 
Mounting evidence from these practical experiments in diverse communities around the globe 
demonstrates that complementary currencies can have significant positive impacts on 
communities that use them. These new kinds of currencies address critical social problems for 
which conventional money has proven inadequate such as the erosion of community, ecological 
deterioration, the need for elderly care, and much more. We present below the case of the WIR in 
Switzerland to illustrate the power of complementary currencies. 
 
The goal of BENEFFICE will be to translate this monetary theory into a commercial application, 
so that CO2s become a community currency largely used. The capacity of BENEFFICE to 
disseminate a simple, clear and attractive community message will be key (avoiding giving a 
lecture on monetary systems) to recruit a large community. The user experience needs as well to 
be smooth and frictionless. 

 

6.5 Examples of complementary currency applications: the case of WIR 
in Switzerland  
Economic literature on complementary (to fiat) currencies shows economic benefits at a wider 
scale (at country level). The complementary currencies does not weaken fiat currencies, on the 
opposite they bring a stronger macroeconomic stability. 
 
This is very well demonstrated in Switzerland, with the WIR currency (“we” literally translated 
from German into “economic circle” (Wirtschaftsring)), in circulation since 1934, therefore the 
oldest alternative currency in circulation, used at a large scale. WIR was founded by businessmen 
Werner Zimmermann and Paul Enz as a result of currency shortages and global financial 
instability. A banking license was granted in 1936.  Being the oldest complementary currency still 
in use, it represents the reference complementary currency.  
 
WIR and its transactions: The WIR Franc is an electronic currency reflected in clients' trade 
accounts and so there is no paper money. WIR created a credit system which issues credit, in WIR 
Francs, to its members. The credit lines are secured by members pledging assets thus ensure that 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Banking_license
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the currency is backed with assets. When two members enter into a transaction with both Swiss 
Francs and WIR Francs then the amount of cash needed by the buyer is reduced by adding a 
percentage of WIR Francs (digital currency). In this sense the seler does not discount its product 
or service but receives digital money instead. This works as follows: Typically, a range between 
20% - 50% of the amount of a transaction can be paid in WIR (the seller fixes the % according to 
his own needs in WIR). The buyer receives the credit line, and the seller receives the WIR 
immedialtly and can use them instanteanously within the economic circle.  
 
Aim of WIR: According to the cooperative's statutes of WIR, its purpose is “to encourage 
participating members to put their buying power at each other's disposal and keep it circulating 
within their ranks, thereby providing members with additional sales volume." 
Although WIR started with only sixteen members, today the community (or economic circle) has 
grown to approximately 60,000 Swiss SMEs (or c. 16% of Swiss SMEs), in all economic domains.  
 
WIR impact and value: During recessing periods, economic agents are running out of fiat 
liquidity, and are falling back on WIR credits. In those circumstances, as 
opposed to fiat currencies, WIR currency is negatively correlated to GDP 
on the short term. This contra-cyclic effect shows the potential for 
complementary currencies as macro-economic stabilisation tools. 
 
The credit is given by the economic circle itself : the clearing house 
registers all transactions, mutualizes risks and default, thus ensuring 
trust within the circle. 
For a member of the economic circle, access to the WIR is in the form of 
a classical credit line. At the economic circle level, the sum of credits and 
debits always equals to zero by construction (by opposition to interest 
classical bank credit line). In 2017, the volume of transactions 
amounted to around 2 billion CHF. As of 1998, assets held by the credit 
system were 885 million and liabilities of 844 million, i.e. the circulating 
WIR money, with equity in the system of 44 million. These WIR 
obligations being interest free have a cost of zero. Income from interest 
and credit clearing activities were 38 million francs. Vallet53 (2015), 
Stodder54 (2012), Kalinowsky55 (2011), Lietaer (2012), Studer56 (1998) 
show, based on WIR, the economic stabilisation effect of the “economic 
circle”, that should be considered in monetary policies. 
 

6.6 Conclusions from this chapter 
In monetary theory, money is not an asset but a medium, a “trading language” conveying a clear 
“political project”. The monetary theory sets rules for the creation of a new currency dedicated to 
energy/climate purposes. As the new currency will be created by economic agents themselves, 

                                                 
53 Guillaume Vallet, « Le WIR en Suisse : la révolte du puissant ? », Revue de la régulation [En ligne], 18 | 2e semestre / 
Autumn 2015, mis en ligne le 20 décembre 2015. URL : http://journals.openedition.org/regulation/11463 ; DOI : 
10.4000/regulation.11463 
54 The Macro-Stability of Swiss WIR-Bank Spending: Balance, Velocity and Leverage1 (April, 2012), James Stodder, 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Hartford, CT, USA; stoddj@rpi.edu; (860) 548-7860, Bernard Lietaer, Center for Sustainable 

Resources, Univ. California-Berkeley, bernard@lietaer.com. 
55 Pluralité monétaire et stabilité économique : l’expérience suisse, Wojtek Kalinowski, Octobre 2011, Institut Veblen pour 

les réformes économiques.  
56 WIR and the Swiss National Economy, by Prof. Tobias Studer, Department of Economics, University of Basel, Switzerland, 

Basel, 1998, Published by the WIR Bank, Basel, Title of German original: “WIR in unserer Volkswirtschaft”, English 

Translation: Philip H. Beard, Ph.D., Sonoma State University, Rohnert Park, California 94928 - 2006  
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the new currency is conceptualised as an incentive to reward climate friendly and active 
behaviour in order to abat CO2 emissions. 
 
This decentralization of money creation, empowers economic agents, and allows the creation of 
a climate heroes community or “economic circle”. 
 
Circulation of the new currency within this new community will happen if the community is large, 
and if trust is built among the community. 
 
To deploy its new currency BENEFFICE, will thus have to build this trust and economic circle. 
Hence, a clear rule for money creation linked to CO2 emissions reduction and Distributed Ledger 
Technologies (DLTs) to prove unique CO2 coins minting can be technical elements to build trust. 
Construction of the economic circle, or ecosystem, will be a key ignition element to the success of 
a new currency. In order to empower the circulation of this new currency, BENEFFICE consortium 
members should consider using the new currency among themselves (BENEFFICE ecosystem). 
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7 Practical considerations to be applied in the project 
This economical review shows that the Energy Efficiency (EE) concept, originated in 1974 to 
address fossil energy supply, needs to be redefined to cope with the key challenge of the 21st 
century, Climate Change (CC):  
 
1) The Paris agreement is on Climate, not energy. There is no such international agreement on 

energy aspects. Energy got in the game of climate due to its negative carbon footprint. 
2) Life is at stake on earth in what concerns the climate change. This is what needs and has been 

decided at political level universally to be addressed. Solely focusing on reducing energy 
consumption is a wrong decision: It is proven that energy brings GDP growth and reduction of 
poverty. It is the energy mix which should be redefined and the carbon footprint of energy use. 

3) Climate is an urgent matter. There is no urgency on energy reserves (80 years of petrol and 
gas, 250 years for the carbon and 3000 years for the uranium). The focus of the campaigns on 
energy should be revisited. 

4) Legal actions against States are taken by civil society for no action on climate in many EU 
countries. There is no legal action against energy policies which have not been successful. This 
is something that needs to be changed. 

Consequently, all actions to be taken from now on at political level, should consider a clear climate 
aspect an not a purely EE one. For example, in addition to Energy consumption monitoring, the 
related CO2 emissions should be monitored, as well as abatted quantities of CO2. These make a 
real impact on the climate. 
 
Like wise, the BENEFFICE website and other dissemination activities will also be modified, to 
adopt and promote these messages. Clear recommendations should be provided to the policy 
makers and other stakeholders and investments on this matter should be redirected. The climate 
needs bottom-up action in mass not selected top-down funding and subsidies. 
 
This change of mentality from an energy point of view, to a climate point of view, is imperative as 
requested in the IPPCC October 2018 report. BENEFFICE uses a dedicated currency to help 
incentivise this transition.  
 
Further communication actions are already designed and investments made to facilitate 
acquisition of more than the targeted 100 pilots users, considering as well cost optimisation and 
exploiting current market trends. Bigger number of users will establish a more significant 
community, which not only able to create traction on the new currency but also to mobilise futher 
actions and investments, through a multiplier effect. A larger customer basis, would support 
policy makers to realise, there is no utopy in the deployment of a new currency, but a will and 
interest from the civil society to act. 
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